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Abstract

A classical result from Redko ���� says that there does not exist a complete �nite
equational axiomatization for the Kleene star modulo trace equivalence� Fokkink
and Zantema ��� showed that there does exist a complete �nite equational axiom	
atization for the Kleene star up to strong bisimulation equivalence� Their proof is
based on a sophisticated term rewriting analysis�

In this paper
 we present a much simpler and shorter completeness proof� Fur	
thermore
 we show that the three equations for the Kleene star are all essential for
this completeness result�

� Introduction

Kleene ���� de�ned a binary operator x�y in the context of �nite automata� which
denotes the iterate of x and y� Intuitively� the expression x�y can choose to execute
either x� after which it evolves into x�y again� or y� after which it terminates� An
advantage of the Kleene star is that on the one hand it can express recursion� but
that on the other hand one can capture this operator in equational laws� Hence�
one does not need meta	principles such as the Recursive Speci�cation Principle from
Bergstra and Klop �
�� Kleene formulated several equations for his operator� notably
x�y � x�x�y � y�

Redko ���� �see also Conway ��� proved that there does not exist a complete �nite
equational axiomatization for the Kleene star in language theory� Redko�s proof can
be transposed to the setting of Basic Process Algebra with the binary Kleene star�
denoted by BPA�� modulo trace equivalence� Salomaa ��
� proposed a complete �nite
axiomatization for the Kleene star in language theory which includes one conditional
axiom�

Bergstra� Bethke and Ponse ��� suggested a �nite equational axiomatization for BPA�

in the setting of bisimulation equivalence� Fokkink and Zantema ��� proved that this
axiomatization is complete� by means of a sophisticated term rewriting analysis�

The completeness proof in ��� is deplorably long and complicated� Therefore� the
completeness result itself was presented in the recent handbook chapter of Baeten and
Verhoef ���� but its proof was omitted� because it was considered beyond the scope of
that paper� Here� we will propose a much simpler completeness proof� which is based on
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induction on the structure of process terms� This proof can be presented in a handbook�
or at an advanced process algebra course�
Furthermore� we will prove that the completeness result is lost if either one of the

three equations that are devoted to the Kleene star is removed from the axiomatization�
The proof strategy is to �nd a model for the axioms minus one of the equations for the
Kleene star�
Sewell ���� proved that if the deadlock � is added to BPA�� then a complete �nite

equational axiomatization does not exist� Milner ���� formulated an axiomatization
for this process algebra� including the conditional axiom from Salomaa ��
�� He asked
whether his axiomatization is complete� This question is still open�

� BPA with Binary Kleene Star

This section introduces the basic notions�

��� The syntax

We assume a non	empty alphabet A of atomic actions� together with three binary
operators� alternative composition �� sequential composition �� and the Kleene star ��
Table � presents an operational semantics for BPA� in Plotkin style ����� The special
symbol

p
represents �successful termination�

a
a�� p

x
a�� p

x� y
a�� p a�� y � x

x
a�� x�

x� y
a�� x�

a�� y � x

x
a�� p

x � y a�� y

x
a�� x�

x � y a�� x� � y

x
a�� p

x�y
a�� x�y

x
a�� x�

x�y
a�� x��x�y

y
a�� p

x�y
a�� p y

a�� y�

x�y
a�� y�

Table �� Action rules for BPA�

Our model for BPA� consists of all the closed terms that can be constructed from
the atomic actions and the three binary operators� That is� the BNF grammar for the
collection of process terms is as follows� where a � A�

p ��� a j p� p j p � p j p�p�
In the sequel the operator � will often be omitted� so pq denotes p � q� As binding
convention� � and � bind stronger than �� Often� p � q will be abbreviated to pq�
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��� BPA� modulo trace equivalence

Redko ���� proved that there does not exist a complete �nite equational axiomatization
for the Kleene star in language theory� We observe that Redko�s proof can be transposed
to BPA� modulo trace equivalence� This observation is not immediate� because Redko
studies the Kleene star in the presence of the special constants � and � from language
theory� However� Redko�s proof does not use these constants� the basic idea is that x�

is trace equivalent with �xn��x � x� � � � � � xn�� for each n � �� and this in�nite
number of equivalences cannot be expressed in �nitely many equations� This reasoning
is also valid in BPA��

��� Bisimulation

In this paper� process terms are considered modulo �strong bisimulation equivalence
from Park ����� Intuitively� two process terms are bisimilar if they have the same
branching structure�

De�nition ��� Two processes p and q are bisimilar� denoted by p � q� if there exists

a symmetric binary relation B on processes which relates p and q� such that�

� if rBs and r
a�� r�� then there is a transition s

a�� s� such that r�Bs��

� if rBs and r
a�� p

� then s
a�� p

�

The action rules in Table � are in the �path� format of Baeten and Verhoef ���� Hence�
bisimulation equivalence is a congruence with respect to all the operators� which means
that if p� p� and q� q�� then p�q� p��q� and pq� p�q� and p�q � p� �q�� See ��� for
the de�nition of the path format� and for a proof of this congruence result� �This proof
uses the extra assumption that the rules are well	founded� Fokkink and Van Glabbeek
��� showed that this requirement can be dropped�

��� An axiomatization for BPA� modulo bisimulation

Table � contains an axiom system for BPA�� It consists of the standard axioms A�	

for BPA� together with three axioms BKS�	� for iteration� The most advanced axiom
BKS� originates from Troeger ����� In the sequel� p � q will mean that this equality
can be derived from the axioms�

The axiomatization for BPA� is sound with respect to bisimulation equivalence� i�e��
if p � q then p� q� Since bisimulation equivalence is a congruence� this can be veri�ed
by checking soundness for each axiom separately� which is left to the reader� The
purpose of this paper is to prove that the axiomatization is complete with respect to
bisimulation� i�e�� if p � q then p � q�

In the sequel� terms are considered modulo associativity and commutativity of the
�� and we write p �AC q if p and q can be equated by axioms A���� As usual�

Pn
i�� pi

represents p� � � � � � pn� In the sequel� we will take care to avoid empty sums �whereP
i�� pi � p is not considered empty�
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A� x� y � y � x

A� �x� y � z � x� �y � z
A� x� x � x

A� �x� yz � xz � yz

A
 �xyz � x�yz

BKS� x�x�y � y � x�y

BKS� �x�yz � x��yz
BKS� x��y��x� y�z � z � �x� y�z

Table �� Axioms for BPA�

For each process term p� its collection of possible transitions is non	empty and �nite�

say fp ai�� pi j i � �� ����mg � fp bj�� p j j � �� ���� ng� We call

mX

i��

aipi �
nX

j��

bj

the expansion of p� The terms aipi and bj are called the summands of p�

Lemma ��� Each process term is provably equal to its expansion�

Proof� Straightforward� by induction on term structure� using axioms A��
 and BKS��

� An E�cient Completeness Proof

��� A comparison of proof strategies

First� we discuss the strategy of the completeness proof from Fokkink and Zantema
���� That proof is based on a standard rewriting technique� which means a quest for
unique ground normal forms� They note that this strive cannot be ful�lled for the
Kleene star� Therefore� they replace this operator by p� q� which represents p�p�q�
and the axioms BKS�	� are adopted for this new operator� They turn the axioms into
conditional rewrite rules� which are applied modulo AC of the �� Four rewrite rules
are added to make the rewrite system weakly con�uent� that is� if there are one	step
reductions from a term p to terms p� and p��� then both p� and p�� can be reduced to a
term q�

Their next aim is to prove that the resulting conditional rewrite system is terminating�
which means that there are no in�nite reductions� In this particular case� deducing
termination is a complicated matter� due to the occurrence of a rewrite rule where the
left	hand side can be obtained from the right	hand side by the elimination of function
symbols� Termination is obtained by means of the advanced technique of semantic
labelling from Zantema ����� Hence� each process term is provably equal to a ground
normal form� which cannot be reduced by the conditional rewrite system�
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Finally� a painstaking case analysis learns that if two ground normal forms are bisim	
ilar� then they are the same modulo AC of the �� This observation yields the desired
completeness result�

In this paper� we present a completeness proof based on induction on term structure�
This strategy turns out to be much more convenient than the term rewriting analysis
sketched above� We determine a subset B of basic process terms� such that each process
term is provably equal to a basic term� Next� we determine a sophisticated ordering
on B� Finally� we prove by induction on this ordering that bisimilar basic terms are
provably equal�

��� A lemma for normed processes

Processes in BPA� are normed� which means that they are able to terminate in �nitely
many transitions� The norm of a process yields the length of the shortest termination
trace of this process� this notion stems from ���� Norm can be de�ned inductively as
follows�

jaj � �
jp� qj � minfjpj� jqjg
jpqj � jpj� jqj
jp�qj � jqj�

Note that bisimilar processes have the same norm� The following lemma is typical for
normed processes�

Lemma ��� Let pq � rs� By symmetry we may assume jqj 	 jsj� We can distinguish

two cases�

� either p � r and q � s�

� or there is a substate p� of p such that p � rp� and p�q � s�

Proof� We prove this lemma from the following facts A and B� Fact B originates from
Caucal ����

A� If pq � rs and jqj 	 s� then either q � s� or there is a substate p� of p such that
p�q � s�

Proof� We apply induction on jpj� First� let jpj � �� Then p
a�� p

for some a� so
pq

a�� q� Since pq � rs� we have two options�

	 r
a�� p

and q � s� Then we are done�

	 r
a�� r� and q � r�s� This leads to a contradiction� jqj 	 jsj � jr�sj � jqj�

Next� suppose that we have proved the case for jpj 	 n� and let jpj � n��� Then
there is a p� with jp�j � n and p

a�� p�� which implies pq
a�� p�q� Since pq � rs�

we have two options�

	 r
a�� p

and p�q � s� Then we are done�

	 r
a�� r� and p�q � r�s� Since jp�j � n� induction yields either q � s or

p��q � s for a substate p�� of p�� Again� we are done�






B� If pq � rq� then p � r�

Proof� De�ne a binary relation B between closed terms by tBu if tq � uq� We
show that B constitutes a bisimulation relation between p and r�

	 Since � is symmetric� so is B�

	 pq � rq� so pBr�

	 Suppose that tBu and t
a�� t�� Then tq

a�� t�q� so tq � uq implies that
this transition can be mimicked by a transition from uq� This cannot be a
transition uq

a�� q� because jt�qj � jqj� so apparently there is a transition
u

a�� u� with t�q � u�q� Hence� t�Bu��

	 Similarly� we �nd that if tBu and t
a�� p

� then u
a�� p

�

Finally� we show that facts A and B together prove the lemma� Let pq � rs with
jqj 	 jsj� According to fact A we can distinguish two cases�

	 q � s� Then pq � rs � rq� so fact B yields p � r�

	 p�q � s for some substate p� of p� Then pq � rs� rp�q� so fact B yields p� rp��
�

��� Basic terms

We construct a set B of basic process terms� such that each process term is provably
equal to a basic term� We will prove the completeness theorem by showing that bisimilar
basic terms are provably equal�

�x� yz �� xz � yz

�xyz �� x�yz
�x�yz �� x��yz

Table �� The rewrite system R

Table � presents a rewrite system R� which consists of directions of the axioms A��

and BKS�� pointing from left to right� The rules in R are to be interpreted modulo
AC of the �� R is terminating� which means that there are no in�nite reductions� This
follows from the following weight function w in the natural numbers�

w�a � �
w�p� q � w�p �w�q

w�pq � w�p�w�q
w�p�q � w�p �w�q�

It is easy to see that if R reduces p to p�� then w�p � w�p�� Since the ordering on the
natural numbers is well	founded� we can conclude that R is terminating�
Let N denote the collection of ground normal forms of R� i�e�� the collection of process

terms that cannot be reduced by rules in R� The elements in N are de�ned by the
following BNF grammar�

p ��� a j p� p j ap j p�q�
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Since R is terminating� and since its rules are directions of axioms� it follows that each
process term is provably equal to a process term in N �

De�nition ��� p� is a substate of p if p can evolve into p� by one or more transitions�

N is not yet our desired set of basic terms� due to the fact that there exist process
terms in N which have a substate outside N � We give an example�

Example ��� Let A � fa� b� cg� Clearly� �a�b��c � N � and

�a�b��c
a
�� �a�b���a�b��c��

However� the substate �a�b���a�b��c� is not in N � because the third rule in R reduces

this term to a��b��a�b��c���

In order to overcome this complication� we will extend N with the following collection
of process terms�

H � fp�q� p��p�q� j p�q � N � p� substate of pg�

We de�ne an equivalence relation �� on H by putting p��p�q� �� p�q for substates p� of
p� and taking the re	exive� symmetric� transitive closure of ���
Finally� the set B of basic terms is the union of N and H�

Lemma ��� If p � B and p
a
�� q� then q � B�

Proof� Straightforward� by induction on the structure of p�

��� An ordering on basic terms

Norm does not constitute a nice ordering on process terms� because it does not respect
term size� for example� jaa
aj � jaaj� L�value� from Fokkink and Zantema ��� induces
an ordering which does not have this drawback� It is de�ned as follows�

L�p� � maxfjp�j j p� substate of pg�

Since norm is preserved under bisimulation� it follows that the same holds for L�value�

Lemma ��� If p � q� then L�p� � L�q��

Proof� If p� is a substate of p� then bisimilarity of p and q implies that there is a
substate q� of q such that p� � q�� and so jp�j � jq�j� Hence� L�p� � L�q�� and by
symmetry L�q� � L�p�� �

We deduce the inductive de�nition for L�value� L�p 
 q� is the maximum of the
collection

fjp�j j p� substate of pg 	 fjq�j j q� substate of qg�

so L�p
 q� � maxfL�p�� L�q�g� Next� L�pq� is the maximum of the collection

fjp�qj j p� substate of pg 	 fjqjg 	 fjq�j j q� substate of qg�
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so L�pq� � maxfL�p� 
 jqj� L�q�g� Finally� L�p�q� is the maximum of the collection

fjp��p�q�j j p� substate of pg 	 fjp�qjg 	 fjq�j j q� substate of qg�

so L�p�q� � maxfL�p� 
 jqj� L�q�g� Recapitulating� we have found�

L�a� � �
L�p
 q� � maxfL�p�� L�q�g

L�pq� � maxfL�p� 
 jqj� L�q�g
L�p�q� � maxfL�p� 
 jqj� L�q�g�

Note that L�p� � L�pq� and L�p� � L�p�q��

We de�ne an ordering on B as follows�

� p � q if L�p� � L�q��

� p � q if p is a substate of q but q is not a substate of p�

and we take the transitive closure of ��

Note that if p �� q� then p and q have the same substates� and so L�p� � L�q�� These
observations imply that the ordering � on B respects the equivalence �� on H� that is�
if p �� q � r �� s� then p � s�

Lemma ��� � is a well�founded ordering on B�

Proof� If p is a substate of q� then all substates of p are substates of q� so L�p� � L�q��
Hence� if p � q then L�p� � L�q��

Suppose that � is not well�founded� so there exists an in�nite chain p� � p� � p� �

 
 
� Then L�pn� � L�pn��� for all n� so there is an N such that L�pN � � L�pn� for all
n � N � Since pN � pn for n � N � it follows that pn is a substate of pN for n � N � Each
process term has only �nitely many substates� so there are m�n � N with m � n and
pm �AC pn� Then pm �� pn� so we have found a contradiction� Hence� � is well�founded�
�

In the next two lemmas� we need a weight function g in the natural numbers� which
is de�ned inductively as follows�

g�a� � �
g�p
 q� � maxfg�p�� g�q�g

g�pq� � maxfg�p�� g�q�g
g�p�q� � maxfg�p�� g�q� 
 �g

It is not di�cult to see� by induction on term structure� that if p
a
�� q� then g�p� � g�q��

Lemma ��	 Let p�q � B� If q� is a substate of q� then q� � p�q�

Proof� Since q� is a substate of q� it follows that g�q�� � g�q�� Hence� g�q�� � g�p�q��
so p�q cannot be a substate of q�� On the other hand� q� is a substate of p�q� so then
q� � p�q� �

�



Lemma ��
 If p � B and p
a
�� q� then either q � p� or p� q � H and p �� q�

Proof� We will use the following two facts A and B�

A� If p � N and q �� H and p
a
�� q� then q is a proper subterm of p� that is�

p �AC C�q� for a non�empty context C���

Proof� We apply induction on the structure of p� Since p � N � we have

p �AC

X

i

airi 

X

j

s�j tj 

X

k

bk�

Since q �� H� and p
a
�� q� we �nd that q is of one of the following forms�

� q �AC ri for some i� In this case we are done� because the ri are proper
subterms of p�

� q �AC s�j�s
�

j tj� or q �AC s�j tj for some j� These cases contradict the assump�
tion that q �� H�

� tj
a
�� q for some j� In this last case� induction yields that q is a proper

subterm of tj� and thus of p�

B� If p � H and p
a
�� q� then either g�p� � g�q�� or q � H and p �� q�

Proof� Since p � H� either p �AC r��r�s� or p �AC r�s for certain r and s� Hence�
either q �AC r�s� or q �AC r���r�s� for a substate r�� of r� or q �AC s� for a
substate s� of s� In the �rst two cases q � H and p �� q� and in the last case
g�q� � g�s�� � g�s� � g�r�s� � g�p��

Now� we are ready to prove the lemma� Let p�
a
�� p� with p� �� p�� we prove that

p�� p� � H and p� �� p��

Since p� is a substate of p� and p� �� p�� apparently p� is a substate of p�� So there
exists a sequence

p�
a��� p�

a��� 
 
 

an�� pn �AC p�� n � ��

Suppose that pk �� H for all k� Then according to fact A� pk�� is a proper subterm of
pk for k � �� ���� n � �� so pn �AC p� is a proper subterm of p�� contradiction� Hence�
pl � H for some l�

Since each pk is a substate of each pk�� we have g�pk� � g�pk�� for k and k�� so g�pk�
must be the same for all k� Then it follows from fact B� together with pl � H� that
pk � H for all k and p� �� p� �� 
 
 
 �� pn� �

In the sequel� we write p � q for p � q  p �� q� The ordering � on B is extended to
B � B as expected� �p� q� � �r� s� if either p � r and q � s� or p � r and q � s�

��� The main theorem

Now we are ready to prove the desired completeness result�

Theorem ��� If p � q� then A���
BKS��� � p � q�





Proof� Each process term is provably equal to a basic term� so it is su�cient to show
that bisimilar basic terms are provably equal� Assume p� q � B with p � q� we show
that p � q� by induction on the ordering � on B�B� So suppose that we have already
dealt with pairs of bisimilar basic terms that are smaller than �p� q��

First� assume that p or q is not in H� say p �� H� Since p � q� we can write the
expansions of p and q as

p �
mX

i��

aipi 

nX

j��

bj� q �
mX

i��

aiqi 

nX

j��

bj�

where pi � qi for i � �� ����m� Since p �� H� Lemma ��� says that pi � p for i � �� ����m�
Furthermore� Lemma ��� says that qi � q for i � �� ����m� Then �pi� qi� � �p� q�� so
induction yields pi � qi for i � �� ����m� Hence� p � q�

Next� assume p� q � H� We distinguish three cases�

�� Let p �AC r�s and q �AC t�u� We prove that r�s � t�u implies r�s � t�u�

We spell out the expansions of r and t�

r �
X

i�I

ri� t �
X

j�J

tj�

where the ri and the tj are of the form either av or a�

Clearly� the summands of t�u are the summands of t�t�u� together with the sum�
mands of u� Hence� since r�s� t�u� each term ri�r

�s� for i � I is bisimilar either
to tj�t

�u� for a j � J or to a summand of u� We distinguish these two cases�

�a� ri�r
�s�� tj�t

�u� for a j � J � Since r�s� t�u� we �nd that ri�r
�s�� tj�r

�s��
so Lemma ��� yields ri � tj �

�b� ri�r
�s� � au� for a u

a
�� u��

Thus� we can divide I into the following� not necessarily disjoint� subsets�

I� � fi � I j �j � J �ri � tj�g

I� � fi � I j �u
a
�� u� �ri�r

�s� � au��g

Similarly� we can divide J �

J� � fj � J j �i � I �tj � ri�g

J� � fj � J j �s
a
�� s� �tj�t

�u� � as��g

We prove an equation�

Equation �
P

i�I�
ri�r

�s� 
 s �
P

j�J�
tj�t

�u� 
 u�

Proof� We show that each separate term in the sum at the left�hand side of
the equality sign is provably equal to a term in the sum at the right�hand side�
The converse observation follows by symmetry� so then we can conclude that the
equality is valid�

��



By de�nition of I�� for each ri�r
�s� with i � I� there is a summand au� of u

such that ri�r
�s� � au�� According to Lemma ��� u� � t�u� so induction yields

ri�r
�s� � au��

Consider a summand as� of s� Since r�s � t�u� it follows that as� is bisimilar
either with a term tj�t

�u� with j � J � or with a summand au� of u� In the �rst
case� induction yields as� � tj�t

�u�� and from the de�nition of J it follows that
j � J�� In the second case� induction yields as� � au� respectively�

Finally� summands a of s correspond with summands a of u�

We continue with the proof of r�s � t�u� First� suppose that I� � �� Then clearly

also J� � �� and so I � I� and J � J�� Then r�s
BKS�
�
P

i�I�
ri�r

�s� 
 s
Eq� �
�

P
j�J�

tj�t
�u� 
 u

BKS�
� t�u� which is what we want to prove�

So we can assume that I� and J� are not empty� Put

�r �
X

i�I�

ri� �t �
X

j�J�

tj�

Equation � �r � �t�

Proof� By de�nition of I� and J�� each ri for i � I� is bisimilar to a tj with j � J��
Since L�ri� � L�r� � L�r�s�� induction yields ri � tj� Conversely� each tj for
j � J� is provably equal to a ri with i � I�� Hence� �r � �t�

Since I� 	 I� � I� we have r
A�
� �r 


P
i�I�

ri� Even so� t
A�
� �t


P
j�J�

tj�

Finally� we can derive r�s � t�u�

r�s
A�
� ��r 


P
i�I�

ri�
�s

BKS�
� �r��

P
i�I�

ri�r
�s� 
 s�

Eq� ���
� �t��

P
j�J�

tj�t
�u� 
 u�

BKS�
� ��t


P
j�J�

tj�
�u

A�
� t�u�

Recall that we are considering a bisimilar pair p� q � H� We continue with the last two
cases�

�� Let p �AC r��r�s� and q �AC t�u� We prove that r��r�s� � t�u implies r��r�s� �
t�u�

juj � jt�uj � jr��r�s�j � �� so u does not have atomic summands� which means
that its expansion is of the form

P
i aiui� Since r

��r�s�� t�u� each ui is bisimilar
to r�s or to a term r���r�s�� According to Lemma ��� ui � t�u� and r�s ��
r��r�s� or r���r�s� �� r��r�s�� so induction yields ui � r�s or ui � r���r�s�
respectively� This holds for all i� so u �

P
i aiui � v�r�s� for some term

v� Then r��r�s� � t�u � �t�v��r�s�� so Lemma ��� implies r� � t�v� Since

L�r�� � L�r��r�s��� induction yields r� � t�v� Hence� r��r�s� � �t�v��r�s�
BKS�
�

t��v�r�s�� � t�u�

��



�� Let p �AC r��r�s� and q �AC t��t�u�� We prove that r��r�s� � t��t�u� implies
r��r�s� � t��t�u��

By symmetry we may assume jr�sj � jt�uj� Lemma ��� distinguishes two possible
cases�

Either r� � t� and r�s � t�u� Since L�r�� � L�r��r�s��� induction yields r� � t��
Furthermore� we can apply the �rst construction to r�s � t�u in order to obtain
r�s � t�u�

Or r� � t�r�� and r���r�s� � t�u for a substate r�� of r�� Since L�r�� � L�r��r�s���
induction yields r� � t�r��� Furthermore� we can apply the second construction to

r���r�s� � t�u in order to obtain r���r�s� � t�u� Hence� r��r�s� � �t�r����r�s�
BKS�
�

t��r���r�s�� � t��t�u�� �

��� An example

We give an example as to how the construction in the completeness proof acts on a
particular pair of bisimilar process terms�

Example ��� Let A � fa�� a�� bg� and consider the following two process terms�

p �AC a���a���a� 
 a��
�b� 
 b�� q �AC a���a���a� 
 a��

�b� 
 b��

Note that p� �a�
a��
�b� q� We show how the construction in the proof of Theorem

�� applied to the pair p� q produces a derivation of p � q�

Clearly p� q � H� and we are dealing with the �rst of the three possible cases for
p� q � H that were distinguished in the completeness proof� Following the notations
that were introduced there� we have I � f�g and J � f�g� Since a� �� a�� it follows
that I� and J� are empty� Then I� � I and J� � J � so in order to prove p � q� it is
su�cient to prove the version of Equation � that is obtained by applying BKS� to both
p and q�

a�p
 a���a� 
 a��
�b� 
 b � a�q 
 a���a� 
 a��

�b� 
 b�

This equality follows immediately from the following two equalities� which are smaller
than p � q with respect to the ordering on B � B�

�a� 
 a��
�b � q �AC a���a���a� 
 a��

�b� 
 b��
�a� 
 a��

�b � p �AC a���a���a� 
 a��
�b� 
 b��

We only deal with the �rst equation� Again� this equation is in the �rst of the three
categories for bisimilar terms in H that were distinguished in the completeness proof�
In this case� I� � f�g and I� � f�g and J� � f�g and J� � �� so the �nal derivation
takes the following simple form�

�a� 
 a��
�b

BKS�
� a���a���a� 
 a��

�b� 
 b��

��



� The Axioms BKS��� are Essential for Completeness

In this section� we show that each of the axioms BKS��� for the binary Kleene star is
essential for the obtained completeness result�

Theorem ��� Completeness of the axioms A����BKS��� for BPA� modulo bisimula�

tion is lost if one of the axioms BKS��� is skipped�

Proof� A standard technique for proving that some equation e cannot be derived from
an equational theory E is to de�ne a model for E in which e is not valid� We will
apply this technique to show that the axioms BKS��� cannot be derived from the other
axioms�
In order to show that BKS� cannot be derived from A���
BKS���� we de�ne the

following interpretation function � of open terms in the natural numbers� It captures
the intuition that BKS� is the only equality that enables to expand the Kleene star�
Namely� it does not take into account terms that occur at the right�hand side of a
multiplication�

��a� � �
��x� � �

��P 
Q� � maxf��P �� ��Q�g
��P 
Q� � ��P �
��P �Q� � maxf��P � 
 �� ��Q� 
 �g

It is easy to see that this interpretation is a model for A���
BKS���� However�
��a�a�a� 
 a� � �� while ��a�a� � �� Hence� the equality a�a�a� 
 a � a�a cannot be
derived from A���
BKS����
In order to show that BKS� cannot be derived from A���
BKS���� we de�ne the

following interpretation function � of open terms in the natural numbers�

��a� � �
��x� � �

��P 
Q� � maxf��P �� ��Q�g
��P 
Q� � ��Q�
��P �Q� � maxf��P � 
 �� ��Q�g

It is easy to see that this interpretation is a model for A���
BKS���� However�
���a�a�a� � ��a� � �� while ��a��aa�� � maxf��a� 
 �� ��aa�g � �� Hence� the
equality �a�a�a � a��aa� cannot be derived from A���
BKS����
Finally� in order to show that BKS� cannot be derived from A���
BKS���� we de�ne

the following interpretation function 	 of open terms in sets of natural numbers� It
captures the intuition that BKS� is the only equality that can change the interpretation
at the left�hand side of a Kleene star� Namely� 	�P � collects the norms of subterms
that occur as arguments at the left�hand side of a Kleene star�

	�a� � �
	�x� � �

	�P 
Q� � 	�P � 	 	�Q�
	�P 
Q� � 	�P � 	 	�Q�
	�P �Q� � 	�P � 	 	�Q� 	 fjP jg

��



It is easy to see that this interpretation is a model for A���
BKS���� However�
	��aa���a��aa
a��a�
a�� � fjaaj� jaa
ajg � f�� �g while 	��aa
a��a� � fjaa
ajg �
f�g� Hence� the equality �aa���a��aa
 a��a� 
 a� � �aa
 a��a cannot be derived from
A���
BKS���� �
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